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WE ARE

INNOVATION
Stockbild ok, bitte aktuelle Räder oder AUTEC-Homepage auf dem Bildschirm einfügen

Complacency stifles progress: this has been our simple guiding principle since the beginning. It pushes us to discover new trends,
break new ground and ensures that we stay one step ahead of market demands in a constantly changing environment. Our spirit
of innovation is the creative force behind new wheel designs (like our polished winter wheels) and drives the continual development
of our product range. Our sophisticated shipping logistics, our extensive product portfolio, our integration of TPM systems and our
specialisation in complete wheels are just a few examples of the wealth of AUTEC’s pioneering vision.
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WE ARE

DEDICATION
We believe in putting our heart and soul into everything we do. For us, dedication is more than just a cliché: emotion,
enthusiasm and passion drive our day-to-day work in this mobile world. We give our absolute all and aim to always deliver
the highest quality products as quickly as possible. We believe that our product range is a cut above. We do everything we
can to make sure you think so too, because there is no greater motivation than satisfied customers.
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WE ARE

DESIGN
AUTEC is a place of innovation and creative designs that add an individual flair to any vehicle.
We always have our finger on the pulse and our ingenuity and love of detail is reflected
in attractive designs that suit every taste. Multi-spoke, double spoke, cross-spoke or
premium-quality finishes such as hyper silver and black metallic – the design possibilities
are practically endless. We are always striving to create the perfect combination of form
and functionality – whether in our Heavy-Duty-Line for MPVs and delivery vans or our
Club-Line, which boasts lightweight, intricate designs optimised for motor sport.
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WE ARE

QUALITY
We always put quality in pole position. AUTEC is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of attractive, high-quality
lightweight metal wheels, and for good reason. Our fine-tuned quality control system is the key to our success as
a reliable and dependable partner for our customers.
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WE ARE QUALITY
Excellent wheel design and top service are no use to our customers if the quality isn’t up to scratch. That’s why the quality of our
wheels is our number one priority, from the very first sketch through to series production. Our AUTEC lightweight metal wheels are
manufactured in high-tech production facilities in line with the latest technological standards and we continuously carry out extensive
quality control at every stage of production. The QM systems of all of our manufacturing operations have been certified as DIN EN ISO
9001 and IATF 16949 compliant and all of our wheels are tested to German standards by the TÜV.
But it’s not just our products that are high-quality. We take stringent measures to ensure that we comply with high standards in
all other areas of our business, from wheel drawings with clear nominal dimensions and tolerances and our logically structured
storage and shipping process to the detailed advice offered by our sales team.

CERTIFICATIONS

DIN EN 9001
ISO certification

IATF 16949

AUTEC goes the extra mile:
To ensure maximum quality, our wheels
undergo extensive internal assessments
before they can leave the warehouse.

Certification
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WE ARE

LISTENERS,
CREATIVE THINKERS
AND ACHIEVERS
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WE ARE LISTENERS,
CREATIVE THINKERS
AND ACHIEVERS
Innovation, design, quality and dedication are the most important values and principles of our work. But we try to go
above and beyond these values every single day. We listen when we communicate with our customers and suppliers,
when we foster our long-standing relationships with them and when we respond to their urgent requests. We think
creatively when it comes to continually optimising our processes and planning ahead for the future. And we achieve
results with the help of our flat hierarchies and quick decision-making processes that allow us to be flexible and
to position ourselves for whatever future challenges the market may bring.
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WE ARE

MORE
AUTEC is more than the sum of its services, characteristics and products. We thrive on a dynamic synergy of everything
that makes our company and brand so successful. The combination of excellent all-round service by offering wheels,
complete wheels and TPMS all under one roof, unparalleled delivery capacity, supreme quality, impressive expertise
and unwavering reliability is the hallmark of the AUTEC brand.
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EMPLOYEES

TRADITION &
INNOVATION

THE WHOLE
IS MORE
THAN THE SUM
OF ITS PARTS.
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SERVICE

DESIGN
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DIVERSITY

QUALITY
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WE ARE

DIVERSITY
At AUTEC, we have the dream wheel for every car driver, from timeless elegance to bold sportiness.
With over 20 different wheel designs, we can easily cater to very select or unusual requirements. AUTEC
complete wheels are the perfect combination of attractive design and high-quality tyres from renowned
manufacturers. Whether you need complete wheels for summer, winter or all year round, we offer
wide-ranging services for all your needs. In addition to wheels and complete wheels, our product range
includes a large selection of tyre pressure sensors. Whether you need OE or retrofitted sensors,
we can provide everything from a single source.
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WE ARE

WHEELS
We have the right wheel for every requirement and just about
every vehicle, from super-light motor sport wheels produced
using innovative flow forming technology to extra robust models
for light commercial vehicles, caravans and leisure trailers.
With four different lines (Trend, Heavy-Duty, Club and AllSeason),
our product range includes wheels in all standard sizes from
14 to 22 inches for almost all pitch circles and offsets and
in a wide variety of different colours.
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WE ARE

COMPLETE WHEELS
AND TPMS
When we first expanded our product range many years ago, we brought together what has always belonged
together: wheels, tyres and TPMS. AUTEC complete wheels are now available with summer, winter or
all-season tyres from renowned tyre manufacturers in all standard sizes and for all standard applications.
They can also be combined with OE or retrofitted sensors if required. Fully assembled and balanced, our
complete wheels are a simple and time-saving alternative for any customer.
Thanks to our fully automated assembly system which went into operation in 2020, we are making even
more headway. The new system allows us to meet individual customer requirements even more quickly
and at short notice. With our fully digitalised processes, we can manufacture and dispatch up to 2,000
high-quality complete wheels on demand in one shift. What’s more, our increased warehouse stock
ensures that we always have the components we need.
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WE ARE

SERVICE
As a customer-focused company, first-class service is our top priority and characteristic trademark.
Our highly-motivated employees know the ins and outs of market demands and are always available
to help with any queries about our unique product range, ordering process or any other matters.
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In addition to telephone and email, our sales partners also have access to our very own dealers’ portal with its straightforward
ordering process: the AUTEC Dealers Club. The website’s configuration tool allows customers and end users to quickly find the
right wheel for their vehicle.
For us, perfect service also means maximum delivery capacity. Thanks to our large storage capacity and sophisticated sales
and logistics system, orders made before 3 p.m. are sent out that same day.

STORAGE
CAPACITY
STORAGE
AREA
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430,000
18,000

Ordering and
Tracking Service

24/7
wheels

Our extensive and unrivalled expertise has grown from over 30 years of experience in the wheel industry. We provide comprehensive
and personal advice to our customers and are on hand for all your queries relating to wheels, complete wheels and TPMS to help you
find the best solution.

m²

WE ARE SERVICE

2.5

7,300
in Germany

35,000 150,000
tyres

SALES
PARTNERS

TPMS

730
in the rest
of Europe

football pitches
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2013

WE ARE

PROGRESS
AND GROWTH

Construction of another logistics warehouse
Storage capacity: 430,000 wheels
Storage area: 13,000 m²

2010
Construction of a new warehouse and expansion of the office building
Storage capacity: 280,000 wheels
Storage area: 8,400 m²

2018
Construction of another logistics warehouse
Storage capacity: 430,000 wheels,
50,000 tyres and 150,000 TPMS
Storage area: 18,000 m²

2003
Relocated to Schifferstadt
Storage capacity: 130,000 wheels
Storage area: 4,080 m²

Even we can sometimes be a bit taken aback by the rate and speed at which our company is growing. In just a few years, we have developed
from an established wheel manufacturer to a large full-service provider for the automotive sector. Back in 2003, we were very proud of our
new site in Schifferstadt with its modern office building and enormous warehouse that could hold up to 150,000 wheels. But fast-forward
just 15 years and we have quadrupled our storage capacity, with one logistics warehouse becoming four. And we still have enough space
to keep growing and developing our ideas, which don’t just stop at complete wheels. Our workforce has grown, too, and we are proud to
now be one of the region’s major employers.
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WE ARE
PROGRESS
AND GROWTH

1988
Founded as a subsidiary
of Südrad Autoräder
GmbH and headquartered
in Ebersbach an der Fils
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Company purpose:
Selling aluminium wheels
for cars

1997
Takeover by BCW
Kraftfahrzeugtechnik
GmbH, company
headquarters moved
to Mutterstadt
Storage capacity:
50,000 wheels

2003
Relocated to
Schifferstadt
Storage capacity:
130,000 wheels
Storage area: 4,080 m²

2010
Construction of a
new warehouse and
expansion of the
office building
Storage capacity:
280,000 wheels
Storage area: 8,400 m²

2013
Construction of another
logistics warehouse
Storage capacity:
430,000 wheels
Storage area: 13,000 m²

2018
Construction of
another logistics
warehouse
Storage capacity:
430,000 wheels,
50,000 tyres
Storage area:
18,000 m²

2020
Commissioning of
our fully automated
assembly system
for complete wheels
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WE ARE

AUTEC
Our employees are our greatest asset and one of the most important contributors to AUTEC’s success.
The company and our employees are one and the same: they bring endless originality, ambitious
innovation and contagious team spirit and never fail to amaze us with their creativity, commitment
and tenacity. Our long-standing, experienced employees work alongside young colleagues and
their new ways of looking at things. This dynamic collaboration is the secret to our success.
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www.autec-wheels.de/en

